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1. (a) Explain the following : 10

(i) Absorption

(ii) Spontaneous Emission

(iii) Stimulated Emission.

(b) What do you mean by population

inversion ? How is it achieved ? 5

(c) Explain characteristics of laser. 5

2. What do you mean by two level, three level

and four level laser system ? Why two level

laser is not appropriate for laser production ?

What is the importance of metastable state ?

20

3. (a) What do you mean by coherence of laser

beam ? Distinguish between temporal and

spatial coherence in laser emission. 10

(b) What are Einstein’s coefficients ? Drive

relation between them. 10

4. (a) Explain the pumping process used in

Laser. How many types of pumping

processes are employed while achieving

population inversion ? 10

(b) Discuss various specific excitation

parameters associated with optical and

particle pumping. 10

5. (a) Write short notes on the following : 10

(i) Laser amplifiers

(ii) Factors affecting population

inversion in Lasers.

(b) How does a semiconductor laser differ

from other lasers ? Give distribution of

the semiconductor diode laser along with

its applications. 10

6. What do you understand by solid state lasers ?

Explain construction, principle and working of

Ruby Laser. 20

7. With a neat diagram. Explain the construction,

principle and working of He-Ne Laser. 20

8. (a) Discuss construction, principle and

working of CO2 Laser. 15

(b) Discuss the various applications of Laser.

5
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